Part Number: H-NC7-F(E) & H-NC7-R
Description: Front and Rear Saddles
Fitment: 2012 Honda NC700X
Revision: 1
Tools Required

Parts List

Phillips Screwdriver
5mm Allen wrench
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1. Remove your stock seat. Refer to your owner’s manual if necessary.
2. To install the seat without heater unit. Corbin's front
seat mounts like stock with a tongue in the front and the
two stock bolts at the rear (under the passenger seat).
The rear seat mounts to the stock hinge system with
included hardware and latches to the stock Honda key
lock for fuel tank access.
Heater Installation:
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1. If you ordered the heated model, we also included a
wiring harness and fuse adapter that hooks into your
stock fuse box.
2. Locate the fuse box. Open the trunk and remove the
two bolts on the fusebox/battery cover, using a phillips
screwdriver (Figure 1).
3. Remove the 7.5 amp clock/turn fuse (Figure 2) and
discard. Add the provided 7.5 amp fuse to the adapter
(Figure 3) and put back into the clock/turn fuse position
(Figure 4).
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4. Remove the pin on the top, left side panel, using a
Phillips screwdriver (Figure 5). Next, remove the three
screws on the top, left side panel, using a 5mm Allen
wrench (Figure 6).
5. Remove the pins on the center panel, using a 5mm
Allen wrench (Figure 7).
6. Remove the two screws on the lower side panel,
using a Phillips screwdriver (Figure 8).

FIG 3

Wiring Harness / pigtail
#FACC-05 Small Fuse Adapter
7.5 AMP Fuse
6mm Hex Head Bolts
6mm Flat Washers

7. Pull out the panels, but do not take them
completely off. Next route the wiring pigtail down
through the side panels and up through the trunk
(Figures 9 & 10)
8. Attach the ground wire to the negative terminal on
the battery, using a Phillips screwdriver. (Figure 11)
9. Plug the two pigtails together.
10. Re-secure all panels.
11. Plug the wiring harness into the seat and test. To
do this, just flip the switch on the saddle. If the switch
illuminates, the saddle heater is working.
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12. Proceed with saddle mounting as outlined above.
Enjoy your new saddle!
NOTE: The heater is controlled by the switch along the
side the saddle. The temperature is regulated by an
internal thermostat when the heater switch is turned on.

Questions? Give us a holler...

800-223-4332
tech @ corbin.com

